
5th Grade Classroom 
Kick-Off



Classroom Kickoff:
Using Data to Inform 

Instruction
Using Curriculum Associates i-Ready Adaptive Learning System



• *i-Ready is a three tiered adaptive instructional tool beginning with the Diagnostic 
Assessment administered 3 times per year.  This assessment adjusts to each student based 
upon their responses, and presents tasks that represent the student’s learning potential.

• *An individualized lesson path is created based upon the Diagnostic.  Students will 
encounter “productive struggle,” and multiple ways to solve a problem to develop critical 
thinking.  MORE IS NOT BETTER; 45 minutes per week is where research has shown that the 
most learning gains are made. This allows students to digest and internalize the concepts 
and learning.

• *Teachers utilize student reports to adjust instruction, and create small groups that target 
skills for remediation or, provide more challenging lessons.
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5 Developmental Analysis





Reading

Common Core in a nutshell

• Regular practice with complex 
texts and their academic language. 

• Reading, writing, and 
speaking grounded in evidence from 
texts, both literary and informational

• Building knowledge through content-
rich nonfiction  

http://vimeo.com/51933492


Reading
• The Common Core asks students to read stories 

and literature, as well as more complex texts that 
provide facts and background knowledge in areas 
such as science and social studies. Students will 
be challenged and asked questions that push them 
to refer back to what they’ve read. This stresses 
critical-thinking, problem-solving, and analytical 
skills that are required for success in college, 
career, and life. 



Reading
• Fifth grade students are required to quote accurately from the 

text to support their answers.  “Quote accurately” may include 
using their own words. Determining a theme continues to be a 
focus and students should be giving more thought to characters’ 
actions in a text. They are required to refer to specific details in 
the text when finding the similarities and differences between 
two or more characters, settings, or events.

• Students will continue to tell the meaning of words and phrases in 
a text and focus on figurative language. Students should tell how 
chapters, scenes, or stanzas in a series fit into the overall 
structure of a story, drama, or poem. The students must continue 
identifying the narrator's point of view and also explain how it 
impacts the events in the text. 

• Fifth grade students must examine what is heard and/or viewed to 
gain an appreciation and understanding of the text. Students will 
find similarities and differences in themes and topics when reading 
stories of the same genre. 

• Fifth grade students are capable of reading and understanding a 
variety of literature at the higher end of grades 4-5 
independently. 



Writing and
Language Arts

• There will be opportunities for writing across the 
curriculum (Reading, Math, Science and Social Studies)

• During the scheduled writing time each day students will 
receive direct writing instruction based on the Common 
Core Standards - ELA Writing Strand including quarterly 
writing pieces (opinion and explanatory).

• Students will learn conventions and Latin/Greek root 
spelling and vocabulary terms based on Common Core 
Standards - ELA Language Strand

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/5/


Vocabulary Games

Academic games help students anchor 
these words in meaningful ways, 

allowing students to retain these words 
to use as they progress through the 

grades.  In your handout, you will find 
the directions to all of these games, as 

well as the resources needed to play 
these games at home.



Zap It!
Currently, this is one of the most popular games in our 

class.  

• Materials: craft sticks, vocab. words

• Directions: Students take turns pulling one stick out 
of the container. They pull a stick, and they must 
give the definition, and read the word correctly, 
within a few seconds. If they answer correctly, they 
keep the stick. If they are wrong, it goes back in the 
container. If they draw a “ZAP IT!”, they must put all 
of their sticks back in the container.

• Now your turn to play a speed round of Zap It!



• Materials: game cards, vocab. words

• Directions: This game is a version of memory.  
Students write the word on one card, and the 
definition on another.  Students then flip the cards 
over, and try to match the word and the definition.  
If students match the word with the definition, than 
the students may go again.  The person with the most 
matches is the winner.

• Now your turn to play a speed round of POP!





Math

Upcoming Units......
• Unit 3 volume

• Unit 4 adding and subtracting fractions

• Unit 5 Multiply fractions 

• Unit 6 Division of fractions, 

• Unit 7 classify 2D shapes, 

• Unit 8 graph points on coordinate plane,

• Unit 9 understanding place value, 

• Unit 10 perform operations with decimals

• Unit 11 conversions



Resources
Online:

• Khan Academy, IXL, Learnzillion, Studyjam, 
Brainpop

Workbooks you can purchase for extra practice:

• 1) Mathematics Florida Standards Curriculum 
Grade 5 By Rosalie Fazio and Sharon Greenwald 
Publication: Everglades K-12 publishing

• 2) Performance Coach Mathematics FSA Edition 
Grade 5 Publication: Triumph Learning



Previous Skills students can 
continue working on at home

• At home students need to continue 
working on their multiplication facts, 
multiplying whole numbers (2 digit by 
(up to 5 digit), long division (2 digit 
divisor and (up to 4 digit dividend).



Current Unit:

• Volume formula= length x width x height

OR

• Volume formula= base* x height
• *base is the area formula = length x width







Session Wrap-Up

• Thank you so much for attending 
the 5th Grade "Classroom Kick-
off."

• If you haven’t been receiving our 
weekly newsletter, please send us 
your email address. At that time, 
you will be added into the database.



Parking Lot
If you have any questions, please write them on a 

sticky note and post them on the parking lot 
located in the pod.

We will address these questions or concerns in a 
future newsletter.

Thank you! 


